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Advances in deep neural networks (DNNs) are transforming science and technology [1ś4]. How-
ever, the increasing computational demands of the most powerful DNNs limit deployment on low-
power devices, such as smartphones and sensors ś and this trend is accelerated by the simultaneous
move towards Internet-of-Things (IoT) devices. Numerous efforts are underway to lower power con-
sumption, but a fundamental bottleneck remains due to energy consumption in matrix algebra [5],
even for analog approaches including neuromorphic [6], analog memory [7] and photonic meshes [8].
Here we introduce and demonstrate a new approach that sharply reduces energy required for matrix
algebra by doing away with weight memory access on edge devices, enabling orders of magnitude
energy and latency reduction. At the core of our approach is a new concept that decentralizes the
DNN for delocalized, optically accelerated matrix algebra on edge devices. Using a silicon photonic
smart transceiver, we demonstrate experimentally that this scheme, termed Netcast, dramatically
reduces energy consumption. We demonstrate operation in a photon-starved environment with
40 aJ/multiply of optical energy for 98.8% accurate image recognition and <1 photon/multiply
using single photon detectors. Furthermore, we show realistic deployment of our system, classifying
images with 3 THz of bandwidth over 86 km of deployed optical őber in a Boston-area őber network.
Our approach enables computing on a new generation of edge devices with speeds comparable to
modern digital electronics and power consumption that is orders of magnitude lower.

On present-day computing devices, the critical bottle-
neck in DNN inference tasks lies in the need to evaluate
large matrix algebra. This bottleneck has motivated new
analog computing architectures including neuromorphic,
analog memory and photonic meshes [6, 8, 9]. However,
in all of these approaches, memory access and multiply-
accumulate (MAC) functions remain a stubborn bottle-
neck near 1 pJ per MAC [5, 10–13]. Edge devices typically
use chip-scale sensors, occupy millimeter-scale footprints
and consume milliwatts of power. Their small footprint
and low power budget mean performance is limited by the
size, weight, and power (SWaP) of computing systems in-
tegrated on the device.

To make advanced DNNs at all feasible on low-power
devices, industry has resorted to offloading compute-heavy
DNN inference to cloud servers. For instance, as illustrated
in Figure 1, a smart home device may send a voice query
as a vector U to a cloud server, which returns the infer-
ence result V to the client. This offloading architecture
adds a ∼ 200 ms latency to voice commands [14] which
makes services such as self-driving impossible. Moreover,
offloading adds security risks in both the edge and cloud:
hacking of the communication of client data (in vector U)
has led to security breaches of private data. If local com-
putation is used to avoid this problem then models which
are very expensive to train can be duplicated and stolen by
competitors [15, 16].

To address these problems, we introduce here a pho-
tonic edge computing architecture, named “Netcast,” to
minimize the energy and latency of large linear algebra
operations such as general matrix-vector multiplication
(GEMV) [5]. In the Netcast architecture, cloud servers

stream DNN weight data (W ) to edge devices in an analog
format for ultra-efficient optical GEMV that eliminates all
local weight memory access [17].

As illustrated in Fig. 1, servers containing a ‘smart
transceiver’ [18] – which may be in the standard plug-
gable transceiver format represented in Fig. 1(a) – pe-
riodically broadcast the weights (W ) of commonly used
DNNs to edge devices, using wavelength division mul-
tiplexing (WDM) to leverage the large spectrum avail-
able at the local access layer. Specifically, the (M ,N)-
sized weight matrix of one DNN layer may be encoded in
a time-frequency basis by the amplitude-modulated field

Wn(t) =
∑M

j=1
wnje

−iωntδ(t−j∆T ), where the optical am-
plitude wnj at frequency ωn and time step j represents the
nth row of the weight matrix illustrated in Fig. 1(d) and δ
is the impulse response function.

Suppose now that a camera in Fig. 1 requires inference
on an image X. To do so, it waits for the server to stream
the ‘image recognition’ DNN weights, which it modulates

with X(t) =
∑M

j=1
xjδ(t−j∆T ) using a broadband optical

modulator and subsequently separates the wavelengths to
N time-integrating detectors to produce the vector-vector

dot product Yn(t) =
∑M

j=1
wnjxjδ(t − j∆t). This archi-

tecture minimizes the active components at the client, re-
quiring only a single optical modulator, digital-to-analog
converter (DAC) and analog-to-digital converter (ADC).

EXPERIMENT

We demonstrate the Netcast protocol with a smart
transceiver, shown in Fig. 2(a), made in a commercial
silicon-photonic CMOS foundry (OpSIS/IME, described
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Figure 1. Netcast concept. (a) Smart transceivers integrated alongside cloud computing infrastructure including servers, data
storage, network switches, and edge nodes. The smart transceiver sequentially encodes layers of a neural network model onto the
intensity of distinct optical wavelengths using digital-to-analog converters (DACs), optical modulators, and lasers. Wavelength-
division multiplexers (WDMs) combine the separate wavelengths from each modulator to the smart transceiver output. (b) U and V
highlight current solutions to large model deployments on the edge, with edge device data communicated back to cloud computers.
In our solution, smart transceivers have connections to many devices at the edge of the communications network including cellular
networks, smart sensors, content delivery networks and aircraft. (c) The edge client encodes input activation data onto a single
broadband optical modulator, modulating all weight wavelengths simultaneously. Wavelengths are separated with a WDM and
the result of matrix-vector multiplication is computed on time-integrating receivers. (d) Matrix-vector products between an M -
element input vector and (M,N) weight matrix are time(t)-frequency(ω) encoded, with each wavelength accumulating its results
on a time-integrating receiver.

in Supplementary Materials II). The smart transceiver is
composed of 48 Mach-Zehnder modulators (MZMs), each
capable of modulation up to 50 Gbps for a total band-
width of 2.4 Tbps [19]. The smart transceiver supports
WDM, with Fig. 2(b) showing 16 WDM lasers simulta-
neously transmitting through the chip with ≈ −10 dBm
(100 µW) power per wavelength. Fig. 2(c) shows an open
eye diagram at 50 GHz (Supplementary Materials VIII).
Weights are transmitted over 86 km of deployed optical
fiber, shown in Fig. 2(d), between MIT’s main campus to
MIT Lincoln Laboratory and back to main campus. The
client, shown in Fig. 2(e), applies input activation values
to the incoming weight data using a high-speed (20 GHz)
broadband lithium niobate MZM, with Fig. 2(f) showing
an open eye diagram at 10 GHz (limited by testing equip-
ment). A passive wavelength demultiplexer separates each
wavelength channel for detection onto an array of custom
time-integrating receivers, with an example of time inte-
gration shown in Fig. 2(g)(Supplemental Materials VI). Af-
ter integration, the generated voltages from the receivers
are measured by a digitizer and stored in memory. Addi-
tional post-processing steps, such as the nonlinear activa-
tion function, are performed using a computer.

In Fig. 3(a), we show the flow of data through the experi-
mental setup and the accuracy it can achieve. Weight data
are encoded to multiple modulators simultaneously. For

clarity, we show a single row of the digit “3” being encoded
and the resulting time trace from a single wavelength. We
demonstrate computing with high accuracy, with Fig. 3(b)
showing 8 bits of precision, more than the ≈5 bits of preci-
sion required for neural network computation [20, 21]. Af-
ter calibrating the system we perform image classification
by running a benchmark handwritten digit classification
task (MNIST) which was trained on a digital computer
(Supplementary Materials XVI, XIV). Fig. 3(c) illustrates
an example of the systems computing result for classifying
the digit “3”. We then test the system’s performance both
locally and over deployed fiber using a benchmark 3-layer
MNIST model with 100 neurons per hidden layer (Supple-
mentary Materials XIV). Using 1,000 test images locally,
we demonstrate 98.7% accurate computation, comparable
with the model’s baseline accuracy of 98.7%. Using the
same test images, we utilize 3 THz of bandwidth over the
deployed fiber and classify MNIST digits with 98.8% accu-
racy. This result shows the potential for this architecture
to support ultra-high bandwidths in real-world deployed
systems using conventional components.
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Figure 2. Experimental demonstration of Netcast system. (a) Smart transceiver comprised of a 48-modulator silicon photonic
transmitter with 2.4 Tbps of total bandwidth. (b) Optical spectrum of smart transceiver output, showing 16 laser sources across
3 THz of bandwidth with >25 dB optical SNR. (c) An example of high-speed operation of the smart transreceiver modulators,
with a 50 GHz open eye. (d) Weights are sent over 86 km of deployed optical őber connecting the smart transceiver to the client.
(e) Client receiver composed of a broadband, high-speed optical modulator, a WDM demultiplexer, and custom time-integrating
receivers. (f) The client input modulator also achieves an open eye of 10 GHz (test equipment limited). (g) Example time-
integrating receiver waveform showing constant optical power being accumulated over 10 µs and resetting. Satellite imagery in (d)
taken using deployed satellite (Planet.com).

ENERGY EFFICIENCY

Netcast is designed to minimize the power used at the
client. To enable this, we make sure every component at
the client is performing a large number of MACs (M or N)
for modulation and electrical readout respectively. Only
a single MZM and DAC are used to encode input data
across N wavelengths, enabling N MACs of work for ev-
ery voltage applied to the modulator. While the energy
costs of these individual components can be high, they
have high parallelism, performing many MACs of work per
time step. For encoding input activations, the client only
uses a single broadband optical modulator, allowing for
≈ (1/N) pJ/MAC of energy consumption using standard
components. Furthermore, the integrator and ADC can be
much slower than the speed of modulated weights, since
readout occurs after M timesteps. As a result, the integra-
tor and ADC can be M times slower, decreasing the cost of
electrical readout components to ≈ (1/M) pJ/MAC. As-
suming near-term values of N = M = 100, client energy
consumption can reach ≈10 fJ/MAC, which is three orders

of magnitude lower than possible in existing digital CMOS.
The scaling of the client energy consumption is summarized
in Table I.

Netcast Client Energy Consumption

Device Number
of Devices

Fan-
out

Energy
per Device

Energy
per MAC

Modulator [19] 1 N ∼ 1 pJ ∼ (1/N) pJ

DAC [22] 1 N ∼ 1 pJ ∼ (1/N) pJ

ADC [23] 1 M ∼ 1 pJ ∼ (1/M) pJ

Integrator [24] N M ∼ 1 fJ ∼ (1/M) fJ

Total ś ś ś ∼ (1/N) pJ

Table I. Device contributions to receiver performance assuming
conventional technology. Device energy consumption is amor-
tized by either a spatial fan-out factor (N) or time-domain fan-
out factor (M). We assume a carrier depletion modulator in
silicon is used and that a single high-speed (GHz) ADC reads
out from an array of N slow integrators.
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Figure 3. Computational accuracy of Netcast system. (a) Weight data from multiple wavelength channels is simultaneously
modulated by input data. After wavelength multiplexing the generated photocurrent is time-integrated. (b) Floating-point
computing accuracy comparing the results of 10,000 scalar-scalar ŕoating point multiplications. Electrical ŕoating point results
are designated as y and optical results are designated as ŷ. The difference y − ŷ has a standard deviation of σrms = 0.005 or ≈

8-bit accuracy. (c) Example output activation data from the optical setup correctly classifying the digit 3. (d) Computing results
of image classiőcation over both local links and the 86 km deployed őber link.

RECEIVER SENSITIVITY

One limitation of the performance of all optoelectronic
neural networks is the finite signal to noise ratio (SNR) of
modern photoreceivers [25]. Loss from fiber propagation or
diffraction in free space links can force the client to operate
in a photon starved environment. To enable the best use of
the received optical signal we must have the lowest possi-
ble noise floor, ideally operating at a shot-noise limit with
≈ 1 photon / MAC. Modern photoreceivers are limited
by either thermal noise of readout electronics (also called
Johnson-Nyquist noise [26]), shot noise, flicker (1/f) noise,
and relative intensity (RIN) noise of the laser; of these, for
integrated optoelectronics, thermal and shot noise are dom-
inant in Netcast (see Supplementary Material XIII,XXI).
We overcome this problem with time-integrating receivers,
which accumulate partial results from vector-matrix mul-
tiplication. In Fig. 4(a) we compare the sensitivity of dif-
ferent photoreceivers. Amplified photoreceivers, shown on
the right of Fig. 4(a), have typical sensitivities of ≈10-
100 fJ/MAC. Amplified linear mode avalanche photodetec-
tors, shown in the middle of Fig. 4(a), overcome some of
the thermal noise of the amplifier and achieve ≈1fJ/MAC.
Our custom time-integrating receivers, shown on the left
of Fig. 4(a), boost the measured signal by M at readout,
increasing the voltage SNR by M and enabling receivers
operating with ≈10 aJ/MAC (≈100 photons) of optical
energy. This result brings Netcast close to the fundamen-
tal quantum limit of optical computation [27, 28], which
we can reach by engineering the receiver to lower thermal
noise.

Thermal noise is a hardware dependent noise source,
originating from the thermal motion of charge carriers in an
electrical conductor. In an RC circuit, thermal noise man-
ifests in a fluctuation in the number of readout electrons in
a circuit given by σth =

√
kTC/q where k is Boltzmann’s

constant, T is temperature, q is the electron charge and C
is the capacitance of the receiver [29]. Conventional ampli-
fied photodetectors used for neural network computation
must exceed a required SNR every time a MAC is per-
formed. Time-integrating receivers, however, only need to
meet a similar SNR after performing M MACs. As a result,
time-integrating receivers will generate Emacη

M
hν

electrons
after M timesteps, where η is the quantum efficiency of
the detector and hν is the photon energy. This leads to

an SNR from a time-integrator of
Emacη

q

hν
M

√

kTC
, which is M

times higher than the SNR from a single MAC of an am-
plified receiver.

Improvements to time integrating receivers are possible
by minimizing the integration capacitance of the receiver.
Fig. 5(a) shows the thermal noise limit of time integrat-
ing receivers as integration capacitance is decreased. This
noise floor is fundamentally connected to the size-scale of
photodetectors, readout electronics and their proximity of
integration [11]. Modern foundry processes enable ≈ 1fF
scale receivers, lowering the thermal readout noise to the
single photon per MAC level [30–32]. This single photon
per MAC regime is fundamentally limited by the quantum
nature of light, where precision is determined by the Poisso-
nian distribution of photons that arrive within a measure-
ment window. Poissonian noise, also called shot noise, can
be observed in experimentally measured data in Fig. 5(c).
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Figure 4. Thermal noise limited optical sensitivity of Netcast system. (a) Experimentally measured sensitivity of optical receivers.
Standard ampliőed photoreceivers are shown on the right side of the plot, with performance limited by electrical ampliőer thermal
noise, giving a typically optical energy of 10-100 fJ/MAC. The center of the plot shows linear avalanche photodiodes, which use
intrinsic gain to lower the energy per MAC, but at the cost of increased energy consumption and lower bandwidth time integrating
receivers, which lower the effective thermal noise ŕoor by performing many MAC operations for each readout. Time integrating
receivers utilizing off-the-shelf technology can achieve high accuracy with <100 aJ/MAC of optical sensitivity on the benchmark
neural network task. (b) Confusion matrices for labeled points in subőgure (a) showing how each digit in the MNIST dataset is
classiőed by the optical hardware (on-diagonal elements correspond to correct classiőcation; columns add to 1 but rows do not
have to).

We investigate this fundamental bound of the Netcast sys-
tem by using superconducting nanowire single-photon de-
tectors (SNSPDs) as shown in Fig. 5(b). These photodetec-
tors are ideal, demonstrating pure shot-noise limited per-
formance. We show that the fundamental shot noise bound
on the same benchmark digit classification problem from
Fig. 4 allows the receiver to operate with high accuracy
with < 1 photon per MAC (0.1 aJ/MAC). This result may
at first seem surprising since having less than a single pho-

ton per MAC is counterintuitive. We can understand this
measurement better by noting that at readout we have per-
formed a vector-vector product with M = 100 MACs. Each
MAC can have less than a single photon in it, but the mea-
sured signal will have many photons in it. A graphical ex-
planation of this is in Supplemantary Materials XVIII. This
single photon per MAC regime enables many new applica-
tions. For security, deployed machine learning models are
now secure to eavesdroppers trying to learn model weights.
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Figure 5. Forward looking performance of Netcast. (a) Fundamental noise bounds of time-integrating receivers from thermal
noise of an integrator and shot noise to achieve 50% accuracy on MNIST task. Decreasing the capacitance of the time integrator
lowers thermal readout noise, enabling access to the single photon per MAC regime. (b) Experimental setup consisting of input
and weight modulators and superconducting nanowire single photon detectors (SNSPDs), allowing us to probe this fundamental
single-photon bound. (c) We experimentally validate the single photon detectors by measuring shot-noise on the detector over
many integration windows. (d) Using a 3-layer MNIST model we experimentally measure computation with <1 photon per MAC
with high accuracy.

With less than one photon per weight, weight data which
is distributed to the client can be secured by the laws of
quantum mechanics. An eavesdropper measuring deployed
weight data over the fiber would not be able to learn the
values of individual weights, but is restricted to only their
mean statistics. This enables accurate computation where
both an eavesdropper and the client are blind to the weight
data being received. Companies that spend significant cap-
ital creating models for inference can use this technique to
perform computation away from their cloud hardware with-
out anyone stealing the model. Another application which
benefits from less than one photon per MAC is deployed
spacecraft that operate in a strongly photon starved envi-
ronment. Weight data from a directional base station could
be transmitted to the spacecraft and classified on the craft,
before the results are transmitted to earth.

DISCUSSION

The system level demonstration shown here is one ex-
ample of an implementation of Netcast. The cloud-based
smart transceiver proposed in this paper can reside inside
of existing networking hardware such as network switches,
servers, or edge nodes. Our ideas can be extended to
the case where the user data is streamed through pro-
grammable network switches with smart transceivers, en-
abling in-network optical inference [18]. Modern network
switches are an ideal platform for developing Netcast com-
mercially, as they are programmable, enabling multiple
streams of weights to be deployed at line rate (100Gbps)
and can support 64GB of memory, exceeding the storage re-
quirements of modern neural networks [33, 34]. Prior work
has demonstrated the feasibility of using programmable
switches to perform layer-by-layer inference with smart
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transceivers [18]. The large data storage of these network
switchs enables multiple models to be stored and queried.
The client device could use it’s broadband modulator to al-
low for reflection-mode communication back to the server,
where the client modulates received light and sends it back
along the fiber link for communication. This querying com-
munication can be slow and lossy as only a few bits are
required to request a new model be sent.

Emerging photonic technologies, such as low power static
phase shifters [35–38] and high-speed phase shifters [39–
42], can reduce receiver electrical energy consumption to
≈10 aJ/MAC. This energy can be further decreased by
making use of the tight integration of transistors and pho-
tonics in silicon using technologies such as receiverless
detectors [11], photonic DACs [43], and photonic ADCs
[44]. Detectors such as avalanche detectors could be in-
corporated with a time-integrator to provide a benefit to
the optical sensitivity of the receiver, but at the cost of
added electrical power consumption (Supplementary Ma-
terials XIX). Further improvements in optical sensitivity
are possible by utilizing coherent detection, which boosts
the received signal using a strong local oscillator [27]. De-
tailed in Supplementary Materials XII are two examples of
a Netcast system using coherent detection to substantially
improve optical energy per MAC.

A number of companies have designed custom edge com-
puting ASICs with reduced SWaP [7, 45], but these ASICs
are hampered by the same energy and bandwidth con-
straints of larger CMOS processors. Analog accelerators,
such as memristive crossbar arrays and meshes of photonic
interferometers, hold promise for lowering the power con-
sumption of neural networks compared to electronic coun-
terparts, but existing commercial demonstrations still con-
sume watts of power [8, 9].

One obstacle to scaling bandwidth in traditional optical
communication systems is dispersion in optical fiber. For
a single smart transceiver and client, techniques such as
wavelength dependent delays can compensate for disper-
sion at the smart transceiver. However, in systems where
weights are deployed to multiple clients from one smart
transceiver with different lengths of fiber, this technique
cannot be used. We discuss the effects of dispersion in
Supplementary Material XX and show that it is possible
to make use of the optical O-band to enable THz of band-
width at clock rates of 10 GHz per wavelength over more
than 10 km of optical fiber.

CONCLUSION

We have described a novel edge computing architecture
that makes use of the strengths of photonics and electron-
ics to achieve orders of magnitude of improvement over ex-
isting digital electronics. We have demonstrated scalable
photonic edge computing utilizing WDM, time-integrating
receivers, scalability to <1 photon per MAC and computing
over deployed fiber using 3 THz of bandwidth. On these
tasks, we show 98.8% accurate image classification. The
hardware shown in this paper is readily mass-producible
from existing CMOS foundries, allowing for near-term im-
pact on our daily lives. Our approach removes a fun-

damental bottleneck in computing, enabling life-changing
applications on the internet’s peripheral nervous system
ranging from high-speed computing on deployed sensors
and drones, live video processing on cellular devices and
networks and possibly image classification on spacecraft
searching for life at the edge of the solar system.

METHODS

Silicon Smart Transceiver

The smart transceiver is composed of 48 silicon pho-
tonic MZMs each capable of modulation at 50 Gbps. Each
MZM consists of two thermo-optic phase shifters for con-
trolling the bias point of the modulator and two high-speed
free-carrier plasma dispersion phase shifters to control the
optical intensity transmitted [46]. The chip occupies 422
mm2 and is connected to a printed circuit board for testing
through 336 wirebonds. To couple light in and out of the
chip we align a 64 channel polarization maintaining fiber
array to 62 grating couplers. A bank of lasers with distinct
wavelengths (Optilab TWL-4-B-MIC) are coupled into the
smart transceiver and individually modulated. We use elec-
trical arbitrary waveform generators (Keysight M3202A) to
map floating point weight and input values onto the trans-
mitted optical intensity. The modulated outputs are then
multiplexed onto a signal deployed over optical fiber.

The 48 channel silicon smart transceiver was fabricated
in the OpSIS IME foundry process multi-project wafer run.
The Institute for Microelectronics (IME) foundry (now
called AMF) uses 248 nm lithography and is capable of pro-
ducing 130 nm CMOS electronics. The smart transceiver
is designed for parallel modulation of light in the optical
C-band (1550 nm). This Silicon-on-Insulator (SOI) pro-
cess creates 220nm thick silicon components with 2 µm of
buried oxide below them and includes photodetectors, mul-
tiple doping layers, metal layers, and partial etch layers.
More details on the OpSIS IME process can be found in
[47]. 500 nm fully-etched waveguides were used for short-
distance light routing with 1.2 um wide waveguides used for
long-distance routing to reduce propagation losses. Further
details on the smart transceiver can be found in [19].

Optical Energy Efficiency Measurement

To generate the data shown in Fig. 4 and Fig. 5 several
photoreceivers are used and benchmarked. Details of the
photodetectors used and their calibration methods can be
found in Supplementary Materials IV. The superconduct-
ing nanowire single photon detectors were calibrated by
measuring the voltage at the output of the integrator after
a fixed integration window. As shown in Supplemental Ma-
terials XVII these voltages form distinct "bins", enabling
us to map a measured voltage to a number of photons.
This mapping is used to create the Poisson noise statistics
measured in Fig. 5, verifying its accuracy.
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